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There is urgency to reduce local air pollution and GHG emissions
Transport responsible for 22% of global energy related GHG emissions and they are increasing at a faster rate than any other sector.
Fuel cells offer superior zero-emission performance for medium and heavy duty vehicles.
Hydrogen provides scalability for heavy duty fleets

- Hydrogen provides operational flexibility
- Hydrogen is ideal for centralized fueling of large heavy duty fleets
- Hydrogen opens a different way to transport low carbon energy into cities
Hydrogen is integral to decarbonizing society, including transportation & industry

- Hydrogen provides operational flexibility
- Hydrogen is ideal for centralized fueling of large heavy duty fleets
- Hydrogen opens a different way to transport low carbon energy into cities
Hydrogen is a flexible fuel.

- Safe and manageable
- Supplied as compressed gas or liquid
- Can also be produced on-site
- Existing infrastructure solutions and supply chain
- Defined safety & refueling standards